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landmarks of personal history while also being
in constant flux: qualities that also apply to the
formation of a personal understanding of identity
and home that has always been the main pursuit
of Scacco’s work. The titles of the works — I will
always love you being the most personal example
— affirm those qualities by phrasing promises
that are rooted in the past yet point to the future.
Tracing the surface topography, the fine white
lines of text form their own current of thoughts.
Executed in Scacco’s typical sedulous fashion of
endlessly repeating a single sentence, the entirety
of the divide is inscribed with meaning.
Layers of grey, shades of dark matter, splattered
drops and contorted white lines: images of
layered riverbeds, interstellar nebulas, foggy
vapours shimmering, oil billows intertwining. The
latest body of work by Debra Scacco is occupied
by strange, fantastic worlds that reveal a whole
new cosmos in her oeuvre. When compared to
previous drawings of delicate and meticulously
executed objects, patterns and maps, these new
works emanate both a heightened sense of
playfulness and greater exploration of darkness.
The forms are now more organic and free, while
her expression is more determined and mature.
The Space Between is a further exploration in
Scacco’s continuing search for home. An
exhibition in three parts, Scacco deals with the
notion of place in past, present and future. The
first part, made up of seven riverbeds, loosely
recalls her past. The source of these seven works
are geographical references to places that have
been integral to her life, and therefore act as
symbols of identity. This includes places she lived
herself, where her parents have lived and points
of her family origin. Using the contours of
specific boundaries as a guide, each of the seven
pieces is representative of a personal geographic
divide in cities and regions in Italy, the UK and the
US. These boundaries are deeply engraved

With a technique of dispersal Scacco lets the
watercolors she works with freely spread and
mix on the paper without further direction. While
each shape begins from a specific source, the
organic process means the end result often
bears no resemblance to the boundary it was
originally based upon. Colour and form are
literally dissolved to a point where the origin is
nothing more than a blurred notion. The works
thus stand for places of passage as well as of
consolidation: While the rivers constantly renew
themselves by eroding the soil and reabsorbing
smaller streams and flotsam, they also engrave
themselves in the landscape and conserve their
essence by sedimentation. Like the human
memory, they constantly hold back and release,
bury and unveil. In this sense the works
figuratively echo interweaving memories —
notions to forget or remember, rightly or wrongly
— that merge to create an impression of home.
The second part of the exhibition discusses an
unattainable future. Three pieces in intense red
fluorescent present formations resembling atolls
of far-off archipelagos. In the words of Scacco
these are “isolated worlds belonging to an
impossible future”; pure fiction that embraces a
fantasy “just close enough to see, yet too far to
touch”. These vibrant isolations—based on a

mixture of watercolor and gouache—function as
passionate expressions of Scacco’s impossible
longing for an ideal that can never be. They are
dream worlds with a strong sense of urgency:
With you I will remain, To you I will come home.
Sometime, somehow. However these are solitary
islands, like we are solitary beings having to cope
with life on our own. We are exposed to the tides
of fate at every moment, with the passing of time
being the single and adamant constant to which
we must align.
The interlink between the past and the future is a
rather fragile yet powerful sculpture that hovers
in the middle of the room: The space between.
A hanging steel plate 10 feet long and 8 inches
wide, the piece calls to mind the meandering
shape of yet another river: the Arroyo Seco. The
Arroyo spans from the San Gabriels to the Los
Angeles River, and snakes through Scacco’s
current home of Highland Park, Los Angeles.
On the steel plate sit thousands of soft carbon
bearings, clinging to tiny magnets holding them
in a fragile equilibrium that could collapse at the
slightest tremor. Composed of only three
elements, the fabric of the sculpture would
dissolve with the removal of any one. The Space
Between is a present tense always on the verge
of losing balance: a point of transition, an
unstable instant caught between past and future.
It is never really there: either already gone or not
yet existing. Like our own identity, this is a
present built on experiences made in the past
and projections aligned into the future. What
we are left with is the necessity to constantly
reconcile our history with our ideals: like trying
to orchestrate the natural cycles of our own rivers
and islands.

Where do we go from here
Ink on Tracing Paper
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All I ask is one more day
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Debra Scacco in many ways attempts to find
equilibrium between fundamentally opposing
forces: controlled and organic, obsession and
restraint, truth and fiction, obligation and desire.
Often using language as a tool, Scacco explores
the transient space in which we continually
oscillate, perpetually attempting to maintain the
most basic emotional needs: to love, to be loved,
and simply to belong.
Scacco’s work has been exhibited and published
internationally. In 2012, she was the inaugural
Artist-in-Residence at the Statue of Liberty
National Monument and Ellis Island Museum.
In 2009, Scacco was nominated for the Jerwood
Drawing Prize, the largest and longest running
annual open exhibition for drawing in the UK.
Scacco’s solo exhibition Birds of Passage (Marine
Contemporary, 2012) was reviewed in various
publications including the Los Angeles Times,
Beautiful/Decay and WhiteHot. Her work has also
featured in ArtInfo and Art in America among
others. After living in London for 16 years,
Scacco recently relocated to live and work in
Los Angeles.
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“The melancholy river bears
us on. When the moon
comes through the trailing
willow boughs, I see your
face, I hear your voice and
the bird singing as we pass
the osier bed. What are you
whispering? Sorrow, sorrow.
Joy, joy. Woven together, like
reeds in moonlight.”
Virginia Woolf
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With you I will remain
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To you I will come home
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